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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive cooperative MAC mechanism that is specifically designed for twohop cooperative communications where source and destination
cannot hear each other directly. The proposed scheme employs an
efficient adaptive relay selection algorithm such that the number
of relay nodes is optimized for each cooperative transmission
to maximize cooperation benefits and effectively avoid potential
collisions with other transmissions. In order to determine the
optimal number of relays we apply a training sequence in Hello
message exchange, which provides us with a channel status
indicator combining both bit-level and flow-level information.
Numerical results show that compared with the original 802.11based scheme and the static cooperative scheme, reliable transmission, reduced power consumption and significant throughput
improvement have been achieved by using our two-hop adaptive
cooperative MAC mechanism.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cooperative communication has been recently proposed as
a powerful means to improve network performance in wireless
networks. Most existing work on cooperative communications
focuses on investigating various issues at the physical layer
[1]–[3] because it directly improves link reliability in which
the advantages are often illustrated by analyzing signalling
strategies based on information theory. For instance, many
studies have paid attention to outage probability for different
types of fading channels, while others exploit cooperative
diversity by improving Bit Error Rate (BER), which could
lead to reliable transmission and higher throughput.
However, in practice, cooperative gain may disappear if
higher layer protocols are not properly designed. Thus, efficient cooperative communication should not only focus on
PHY layer operation but also address the MAC layer protocol
which is the bridge between the PHY layer and the higher
layers.
In this paper, as an effort towards cooperative communication in multi-hop wireless networks we propose an Adaptive
Cooperative MAC protocol (AC-MAC) specifically designed
for two-hop communications. A salient distinction between
this work and most existing cooperative MAC protocols [4]–
[6] is that in our scenario the source node and the destination
node cannot hear each other i.e., no direct communication
between source and destination (a two-hop node from the
source node) is possible.
To make our AC-MAC scheme work, a key element is
relay selection. Although relay selection has been addressed
by many publications [7], [8] as a means to improve reliability
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in wireless communication systems, they are not targeted at
two-hop communications. The relay selection procedure in
AC-MAC includes identifying a set of multiple relay nodes
which are qualified to forward the received information toward
the destination and a method to select the most appropriate
relay(s) to forward information. In most of existing work each
node monitors its neighborhood and determines a single node
with best link quality as the relay node, solely based on link
information of either the first hop or the second hop. In our
work, however, we will dynamically select a set of nodes
according to both links from source to relay and from relay
to destination.
Meanwhile, the number of required relay nodes in our
scheme are adaptively obtained according to two-hop combined channel conditions. As channel condition deteriorates,
more relay nodes are needed to provide most potential spatial
diversity gain. In order to measure time-varying channel
condition, we employ a training sequence in Hello message
exchanges, which is able to reflect channel variation in real
time. As a consequence, the benefits of using our scheme
are multi-fold: 1) increasing communication reliability over
time varying channels; 2) increasing system throughput; and
3) reducing collision rate and transmission power.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model is described in Sec. II. After the proposed cooperative
MAC protocol is introduced in Sec. III, the relay selection
algorithm is presented in details in Sec. IV. Performance
analysis is given in Sec. V, and the performance is evaluated
and compared with the original schemes in Sec. VI. Finally
the paper is concluded in Sec. VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section we introduce the system model upon which
our cooperative protocol works in a two-hop manner. The
system under consideration here is a static mesh network composing of multiple access points. Such networks are designed
for high throughput and maximum reliability. As shown in Fig.
1, the system model consists of a source node, S, a destination
node, D, and a number of intermediate relay nodes, i.e., R1 ,
R2 , · · · , Rn , which may be used to forward data packets to
destination node in cooperative mode. In our system model,
relay nodes Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are the one-hop neighbors of
both source node S and destination node D; D is the two hop
neighbor of S; S cannot directly transmit data packets to D
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In the system model, the new MAC protocol adopts implicit
ACK notification in order to reduce forwarding overhead.
Implicit ACK is achieved by monitoring the packet forwarded
from a relay node. For example in Fig 1, S confirms its transmission to R1 as successful by overhearing R1 ’s transmission
when a packet is forwarded to D. Furthermore, in our model,
all channels are assumed to be statistically independent of each
other.
III. A DAPTIVE C OOPERATIVE MAC M ECHANISM D ESIGN
In our previous work [9], we have proposed a two-hop
cooperative MAC mechanism by using two relay nodes in
all circumstances. In this paper, we propose an enhancement
to that protocol by adaptively employing an optimal number
of relay nodes according to channel conditions. In brief, our
AC-MAC has the ability to quickly switch among different
number of cooperative relays, referred to as Multiple Relay
Points (MRPs). The definition of MRP as well as how they
are selected will be later presented in Sec. IV.
A. An Adaptive MRP Selection Scheme
The proposed AC MAC works as follows. S starts transmitting packets to one-hop relay nodes Ri (i = 1, 2, ...n).
Then a selected number of relays will forward the packet
to D. As mentioned, this scheme is able to adaptively select
an optimal number of relay nodes based on the collected
channel condition. It works as follows: 1) obtain individual
link quality; 2) calculate the overall two-hop combined link
quality for all paths; 3) the source node decides how many
MRPs will be used for the next transmission; 4) the protocol
operates based on the number of determined relays; and 5)
repeat the above steps for next packet transmission cycle.
Fig. 2 gives an example to illustrate how AC-MAC works
when there are two MRPs. For each transmission cycle, the
protocol works adaptively with more or fewer nodes.
B. The Cooperative Mechanism by MRPs
The proposed MAC mechanism can be flexibly applied to
both one MRP and a larger number of MRPs. If there is only
one MRP required, the MAC mechanism is designed similarly
as the original 802.11 scheme operated in two-hops except that
the back-off mechanism in the second hop is omitted. If more
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than one MRP is needed, the MAC mechanism will work in
such a way as the message illustrated in Fig. 2.
As the first step, the MRPs are selected proactively by
exchanging Hello messages. Through the Hello exchange
process, a node is able to get information not only about its
one-hop neighbors but also about its two-hop neighbors, so
that each node in the cooperative system model is aware of
the existence of each other. When node S has a packet to
transmit, it senses the channel first. If the channel is idle for
a DCF Inter Frame Space (DIFS) time and S has completed
the required back-off procedure, the data packet will be sent.
Due to the broadcast nature of wireless communication, all
nodes around S will overhear the packets, no matter it is an
MRP or not. However, only the MRP nodes will forward the
successfully decoded data packets. Meanwhile, the Network
Allocation Vector (NAV) inherited from the 802.11 standard
will prevent possible collision taking place from other nodes
rather than S, Ri and D, as described later.
Assuming that all the MRPs have already correctly received
the same data packet from the source node, S, then the MRPs
will send out the received data packet to the destination after
a SIFS time subsequently. Consider that MRPs may forward
the packet at the same time, leading to packet collision in the
wireless medium. To avoid collision, each MRP will obtain
its transmission order from the source node by Hello message
exchange. According to the combined link quality, the MRPs
will start to forward the packet in a sequence, one after another.
The MRP with highest combined link quality will have the
smallest priority order as k = 1, where k indicates priority
order, and relay the packet first. Then, the MRP with the
second best channel condition will have the priority order as
k = 2 and start forwarding after a specified time interval Tk . In
other words, each MRP will start its own timer corresponding
to the priority order to forward packets according to the
following time schedule.
Tk = (k − 1) ∗ (SIFS + TDAT A ),

(1)

where TDAT A represents the time used for transmitting DATA
frame. Since all nodes are operating in a distributed and
unsynchronized manner, each MRP needs to calculate its
starting instant for forwarding the DATA frame. This is done
by reading the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP)
header of the ongoing transmitting packet sent out by S, which
contains the length of the being transmitted DATA frame.
When Ri is forwarding the DATA frame, S will receive
the implicit ACK by overhearing data transmission to D,
and decode the header of the packet to compare with the
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transmitted packet. If it was the same packet that S has just
sent out, then S will know the MRP has received the packet
correctly. Additionally, when the data packet is forwarded to
D, the other nodes will keep back-off to avoid packet collision
because they know the number of transmissions and these
transmissions do not happen simultaneously.
After each relay which takes part in cooperation for this
cycle of packet transmission has transmitted its packet, the
reception phase at the destination node will be performed
by decoding and sending an ACK to MRPs if the packet is
successfully received. Upon receiving the ACK sent by D,
the MRPs will forward the ACK to S. Due to the broadcast
nature, D only needs to send an ACK and MRPs will overhear
it respectively. The MRP with best channel condition will
forward the ACK to S. Upon obtaining one ACK, S could
initiate the next cycle of packet transmission. However, in case
that S does not receive the ACK because of a transmission
failure, the MRP with the second best path quality will send
the ACK after (TACK + SIFS). Although the redundant ACK
will bring overhead to the protocol, it is able to increase
transmission reliability. Correspondingly, as long as S receives
one ACK, the transmission cycle will be finished and S could
initiate the next transmission. If S does not get any ACK
during time interval m·(TACK +SIFS) where m is the number
of MRPs for this cycle, the retransmission has to be initiated.
C. Hidden Terminal Considerations
Depending on the locations of the involved nodes and
channel conditions, some nodes may be able to hear the relay
nodes, but not the source node. For instance, as shown in Fig.
3, N1 is out of the carrier sensing range of S. When S sends its
initial DATA frame to R1 and R2 , N1 may also send a packet
at concurrent time, resulting in a collision at R1 . Similarly, a
hidden node to MRPs but in the carrier sensing range of D
can collide with the DATA frame transmitted by Ri .
R2

S

D
R1

N1
Fig. 3.

N2

Illustration of hidden terminal problems.

As mentioned earlier, a NAV field which is inherited from
the IEEE 802.11 standard is introduced in the proposed
scheme, by considering specially the duration of the whole
cooperative transmission cycle. Briefly, the NAV field is included in all m + 1 copies of the DATA frame, starting from
the initial DATA frame transmission by S, and the DATA
frame forwarded by each MRP will specify different silent
duration. This means that all nodes within the sensing range
of S and MRPs will be informed that they have to wait for
longer period before accessing the medium. As a specific NAV
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notification in the transmission cycle, the source node will
reserve maximum time to ensure that its neighbors and other
nodes which are hidden to source node and MRPs maintain
silent during the whole cooperative transmission. We denote
this period as cooperation timeout which starts after the initial
DATA frame was sent out from S, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
However, given the fact that two hops are involved in our
scenario, collision is not completely eliminated since it may
still occur during the first TDAT A + SIF S duration after the
source node’s backoff interval.
IV. R ELAY S ELECTION A LGORITHM
In this section we present a novel concept called multiple
relay points which is used for relay selection. The scheme
adaptively chooses an optimal number of relay nodes according to the hop-by-hop combined link quality, obtained through
the enhanced Hello message.
A. Multiple Relay Point
In contrast to the concept of Multipoint Relay (MPR) in [10]
in which a one-hop neighbor is selected to forward packets
to as many as possible two-hop neighbors, we introduce a
concept of MRP in which one or more one-hop neighbors
are selected as relays to forward packet to the same two-hop
destination. While the purpose of using MPR is to reduce
overhead for routing message broadcast in ad hoc networks,
the idea of introducing MRP is to achieve spatial diversity
in multi-hop cooperative wireless networks through multipath transmissions by MRP nodes. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
this set may be composed of nodes R1 , R2 , ..., and Rn for
the same destination D. However, only a portion of these
candidates participate in packet forwarding, depending on
channel conditions.
B. Optimal number of MRPs
With respect to the optimal number of MRPs, on the one
hand, the smaller the set of multiple relay points, the more
time-efficient the cooperation. On the other hand, the larger
the set of multiple relay points, the more diversity gain.
Consequently, there is a tradeoff between the number of MRPs
and system performance.
For different channel conditions, there will be an optimal
number of MRPs that maximizes system performance. In
order to obtain the optimal number of MRPs, we adopt the
same method as in [11]. It is verified that the best size of
1
, where Psi
the cooperation group is around (1−Psi )(1−P
id )
is denoted as the probability of unsuccessful transmission
between source and MRP candidates, approximatively taken
as Packet Error Rate (PER), and Pid is taken as the PER for
the relay channel between MRP candidates and destination.
1
is not a whole number in general, the
Since (1−Psi )(1−P
id )
optimal cooperation group size will be rounded to an integer.
Given the assumption in the system model that all channels
are independent of each other, the received link quality is
different for each path. If channel exhibits high quality, then
fewer MRPs are required, and vice versus. Considering the fact
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that each MRP experiences different channel condition resulting in different number of required MRPs and a large number
of relay nodes will decrease the transmission efficiency due
to half-duplex transmission, we define the optimal number of
the MRPs according the relay candidate which possesses the
best combined channel link quality as
1
Optimal number of MRPs = mind
e. (2)
(1 − Psi )(1 − Pid )
Discussion. A case is studied through the PER equation in the
presence of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
BERn (γ) ≈ an · exp(−gn γ),

(3)

where γ is the received SNR used to denote link quality, an
and gn are two parameters indicating channel quality and they
are mode-dependent [12].
PER(γ) = 1 − (1 − BER(γ))L ,

(4)

where L is the packet length. By substituting (3) into (4) we
can observe that PER is a monotoniclly decreasing function
of SNR. The larger SNR, the smaller PER. As a consequence,
the optimal number of MRPs relies on the MRP possesing the
best link quality.
C. Neighbor Information Acquisition
Under the proposed scheme, each source node must detect
the channel link condition to neighbor nodes in order to
determine the best path for information relaying. The same
as in [10], the one-hop and two-hop neighbor information as
well as their link quality status are maintained by exchanging
Hello messages between neighbors, in a proactive manner. The
format of the Hello message is shown in Fig. 4.
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The format of Hello messages.

Note that usually metrics that can be used to indicate link
quality are distance, load, interference level, signal strength
and Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) [5]. In
many popular network protocols such as enhanced Optimized
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol, link quality is obtained
in this way: Hello interval is specified as 2 seconds by default.
In the period of 20 seconds with sliding window, the total
received number of Hello messages divided by 10 will be
the link quality in percentage. However, from the PHY layer
point of view, due to the long latency of route updates and
high control overhead, this measurement at the flow-level
cannot quickly reflect channel dynamics and cannot achieve
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high bandwidth utilization. On the other hand from the higher
layer point of view, the physical parameters in bit-level which
are mapped to the network layer will finally be measured
over a long time interval as input for routing decision. To
combine these two perspectives we introduce an enhanced
Hello message for channel condition estimation.
In our scheme, there is a 16 bits predefined training sequence [13] stored in the Hello message to measure channel
condition. Because the channel is estimated in bit (symbol)
level, it accommodates to all kinds of slow fading channels
allocated between source and destination nodes. The result of
performance verification indicates that this scheme improves
the performance of the mechanism in multi-packet-level in
terms of efficiency and latency compared with previous methods. The overhead incurred by this scheme could be expressed
as: the average transmitted bits in the training sequence within
specified time interval. The overhead is also affected by the
number of neighbor nodes because the length of Hello message
will be variable as the number of neighbors varies.
E[# of bits transmitted ]
.
(5)
Overhead =
frame transmission interval
The same as the source node, each relay candidate will
obtain link quality between itself and the destination node.
In other words, indirect knowledge on the two-hop neighbors
from the view of the one-hop neighbors can be obtained using
the information exchange during the connectivity updates.
Consequently, the source node will acquire the link quality
both from source to relay and from relay to destination. This
channel information is used for MRPs selection.
D. Multiple Relay Points Selection
Cooperative MRPs are selected by the source node, which
monitors its neighbors and dynamically maintains a table
containing the information of MRPs. Since both hops are
important for end-to-end performance, we should take the
link quality of both hops into consideration. MRPs form an
arbitrary subset of all the relay candidates which satisfies
the following requirements: according to the criterion in the
previous subsection m candidates from n relays are selected as
MRPs which have the best combined link quality connecting
from source to destination. hi is the combined link quality
balancing the two-hop links.
2
2|asi |2 |aid |2
hi = 1
=
,
(6)
1
|asi |2 + |aid |2
|asi |2 + |aid |2
where asi indicates the link quality between source node S
and relay node Ri , aid indicates the link quality between relay
node Ri and destination node D. Then it looks up the neighbor
table and the neighbor Ri which maximized the function hi is
one with the best end-to-end path between the initial source
and final destination.
V. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
Similar to the IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme, the system time
can be broken down into virtual time slots and each slot is
the time interval between the packet sent out from the source
node and the packet received at the destination node. The
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TABLE I
C ONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

normalized system throughput, denoted by η, is defined as
the successfully transmitted payload bits per virtual time unit.
(7)

where E[B] is the expected number of payload information
bits successfully transmitted over a virtual time slot, and E[T]
is the expected length of a virtual time slot. E[B] can be
denoted as:
E[B] = Psucc ∗ L,

(8)

where Psucc is the probability of a successful transmission and
a function of per-hop packet failure probabilities. We express
the throughput gain of AC-MAC as the ratio between the
two-hop original DCF throughput η orig and the cooperative
throughput η coop .
α=

coop
Psucc
∗ E[Torig
η coop
succ ]
=
,
orig
orig
coop
η
Psucc ∗ E[Tsucc ]

(9)

orig
coop
where Psucc
and Psucc
are the successful transmission probability of the original scheme and the cooperative scheme,
perspectively, which can be denoted as follows.

Porig
succ = (1 − Psr ) ∗ (1 − Prd ),
Pcoop
succ = 1 −

m
Y

[1 − (1 − Psi )(1 − Pid )],

(10)
(11)

i=1

where Psi and Pri are the PER of the first hop and second
hop transmission, respectively.
E[Torig
succ ] = Thop1 + Thop2 = 2 ∗ (TDAT A + TACK
+DIFS + SIFS) + E[TBF1 ] + E[TBF2 ],
E[Tcoop
succ ]

= (m + 1) ∗ TDAT A + 2 ∗ TACK +
(m + 2) ∗ SIFS + DIFS + E[TBF ],

(12)

Parameter
Slot
SIFS
DIFS
PLCP Preamble
PLCP Sig
DATA
ACK
MPDU

Value
9 µs
16 µs
34 µs
16 µs
16 µs
500 bytes
14 bytes
24 bytes

Notes
Slot time
SIFS time
DIFS time = SIFS + 2Slot
PLCP preamble duration
PLCP signal field duration
DATA length
ACK length
MPDU header length

means that the proposed scheme outperforms, and vice versa.
It can be seen that the scheme with one-MPR and two-MRP
always have higher two-hop throughput, which means that the
cooperative MAC mechanism works more efficiently than the
original DCF scheme. Especially, in low SNR regions, the
three-MRP scheme exhibits higher throughput gain than the
other schemes. It is because that with poor channel conditions
more relays would fully take the advantage of spatial diversity,
and efficiently increase the throughput from source to destination. However, when SNR becomes higher, the throughput
gain will decrease, due to the delay and overhead incurred
by multiple transmissions of the same packet. The protocol
overhead will become too high when the three-MRP scheme
is applied in high SNR regions. In such cases, the one-MRP
scheme will perform best, as shown on the right-side hand of
Fig. 5. As a consequence, by using the proposed AC-MAC,
we could always take the advantage of the best envelop of the
curves derived from static number of MRPs. In other words,
we could always get maximum throughput gain under any
channel condition.
1.8
1-MRP (static)
2-MRP (static)
3-MRP (static)
AC-MAC

1.7

(13)

where TBF1 and TBF2 are the back-off time duration of the
transmission starting at the source and relay node in the twohop DCF scheme by assuming that the node applies the binary
exponential back-off scheme with the maximum back-off stage
f (i.e., CWmax = 2f ∗CWmin ). TBF is the only back-off time
duration in the AC-MAC scheme.

1.6

1.5

Throughput gain (α)

η = E[B]/E[T ],

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

1

VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, we
compare the throughput performance of AC-MAC with that
of 802.11 and the static cooperative scheme [9] in a twohop transmission scenario. For comparison, we use a two-hop
route with equal distance between each pair nodes. In every
transmission, different number of potential relay nodes are
generated to connect the source node and the destination node.
The packet size is 512 bytes. The channel of any transmission
pairs is modeled by Rayleigh fading. The configuration parameters are listed in Table I.
In our previous work [9], we have demonstrated that the
static cooperative scheme outperforms the original IEEE DCF
scheme. Fig. 5 shows the throughput gain of the proposed ACMAC mechanism and the static scheme. If α is larger than 1, it
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Fig. 6 illustrates the required average SNR versus throughput for the proposed AC-MAC mechanism, the two-MRP static
scheme and the IEEE 802.11 scheme in two-hop transmission.
As shown in the figure, in order to obtain the throughput of
6 Mbps, the scheme with two-MRP only require an average
SNR around -5 dB, while the DCF scheme requires an SNR
of 3 dB. However, with AC-MAC only -6 dB is needed to
provide the same throughput. It means that with our scheme
the transmission power can be greatly reduced to reach the
same throughput performance. Furthermore, another advantage
of the proposed scheme is that throughput could reach more
than 10 Mbps, while the original DCF scheme could only
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obtain 7.4 Mbps.

However, if the optimal number of MRPs becomes too
large, the throughput gain is not significant any more. In
the worst case where the PER is extremely high, almost
zero throughput is achieved for all schemes because all paths
failed to deliver data. To summarize, our proposed adaptive
cooperative scheme which selects an optimal number of MRPs
according to the channel condition could always provide best
system performance. This adaptive result is represented in Fig.
7 by the curve which is the envelop of the all curves for static
numbers of MRPs.
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In Fig. 7, we could observe that the proposed cooperative
schemes outperform the original DCF mechanism with respect
to the obtained two-hop system throughput by using directly
PER as the X-axis. Firstly, the benefit comes from the reduction of transmission time in the novel cooperative MAC
mechanism. Under the help of the same number of intermediate relay nodes, the cooperative scheme uses less time for
a successful transmission cycle by using the implicit ACK
method, as compared with the IEEE 802.11 scheme. Secondly,
the large throughput gap between the IEEE 802.11 scheme and
the two cooperative schemes is aslo due to packet collision,
which is a main factor for system performance degration. The
proposed AC-MAC mechanism could efficiently alleviate the
hidden terminal problem, leading to packet collision reduction.
12
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Again, the proposed AC-MAC mechanism has obtained
higher throughput than not only the original DCF mechanism
but also the static cooperative scheme could. The reason is due
to the benefits derived from the spatial diversity exploited.
In error-prone environments, the cooperative mechanism by
multiple-MRP will take the advantage of spatial diversity,
which is introduced by the multi-path propagation. Especially,
when the channel condition is not good enough, the benefits
from spatial diversity will play a much more significant role.
For instance, while the packet error rate is 0.3, the throughput
is enhanced by 72% with the two-MRP cooperative scheme,
where two MRPs represent the optimal number of relays in
this case.
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The main contribution of this work is a two-hop adaptive
cooperative MAC mechanism which could adjust the optimum
number of relay nodes required in error-prone environments.
The scheme investigates the trade-off between the number of
relay nodes and channel conditions to take full advantage of
spatial diversity for performance improvement. The numerical
results demonstrate that compared with the non-cooperative
and static cooperative schemes, significant throughput improvement can be achieved by employing a proper number
of MRPs. When the channel condition is very poor, however,
further increasing the number of relays does not help.
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